DECLARATION ON THE PROVISIONAL ACCESSION OF COLOMBIA TO THE GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE, DONE AT GENEVA ON 23 JULY 1975

NOTIFICATION OF ACCEPTANCES

I have the honour to inform you that the Government of Austria deposited on 8 February 1978 an instrument of ratification with me, thereby recognizing as fully binding the signature affixed by its Plenipotentiary on 26 August 1977. The Declaration became effective between Colombia and Austria on 10 March 1978.

I have furthermore the honour to inform you that the above-mentioned Declaration was accepted by the Government of Australia on 23 February 1978. In terms of its paragraph 4 the Declaration became effective between Colombia and Australia on 25 March 1978.

This notification is furnished in accordance with paragraph 5 of the Declaration.

O. Long
Director-General